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abundant glass  
Jane O’Neill is a designer and maker based in the Pennine town of 
Hebden Bridge. She is also a keen cyclist, who loves exploring the 
local countryside and towns on her bike. These travels are what 
insipre her work. Jane makes quirky, affordable and original glass 
art and prints encapsulating local landscapes and architecture.  
(W abundantglass.co.uk) (F abundantglass) (T @abundantglass)

actelfer  
AC Telfer paints what she sees and what she has experienced whilst 
out and about. She aims to convey what that moment was like, both 
physically and emotionally. Therefore her interpretations are not 
literal and she takes liberties with colour and form. She uses various 
mediums but mainly acrylic with some oil and whatever else is at 
hand. Currently her subject matter revolves around movement, for 
example birds flying, animals fleeing and waves crashing.  
(W actelfer.co.uk) (F streamwalk) (T @actelfer) (art@actelfer.co.uk)

adrenaline brush ltd  
Adrenaline Brush make beautiful board games. The games are sold in 
frames so that they can be hung on the wall as a piece of art and 
taken down and played. They also make personalised board games for 
special occasions such as birthdays, weddings and anniversaries. The 
board game inventors working at Adrenaline Brush are professional 
artists who focus on landscape and abstract art using mixed media.  
(W adrenalinebrush.co.uk) (F adrenalinebrushltd) (T @adrenalinebrush) 
(nellie.mann@adrenalinebrush.co.uk) 

adrian wood artist blacksmiths  
The use of traditional blacksmithing techniques are utilised to create 
contemporary and innovative ways to fulfil his client’s needs. His 
designs are beautifully hand drawn with delicate attention given to the 
smallest of details, resulting in fine craftsmanship, superb detailing and 
a substantial build quality that reflects a belief in a lasting beauty and 
quality. The inspiration for his work comes not only from the natural 
world but also the industrial and its rich heritage of thousands of years 
of a desire to master fire and steel.       

aj jones  
Andrew uses a variety of materials and processes. In each project, his 
technique is often intuitive yet consistent. Although there may not 
always be perceptible similarities between the different pieces, they 
are married by recurring formal involvement and through the subject 
matter. Andrew is excited by the textures and complexities of the 
landscapes around him such as a town wall layered with years of paint 
and plaster or declarations of love or secret messages engraved into 
stone and trees.
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Thank you for visiting our tenth anniversary event. To help us celebrate, 160 talented 
artists are lined up and with plenty of work to explore. To assist in navigating the 

venue, this brochue lists all our exhibitors, along with their whereabouts.  
 

We’ll be back next year, so follow us on social media and keep an eye on the website 
for all the latest news. If you enjoy your day, we’d love you to spread the word to 

any family and friends who also share a love of art and all things creative. 
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alison young jewellery  
Alison designs and makes contemporary silver jewellery. All her work 
is handmade using traditional silversmithing techniques. Her work is 
inspired by organic forms and colour. Her seasonally inspired collections 
often incorporate semi-precious stones and natural materials, 
including petrified wood, freshwater pearls and very rare vintage deep 
water black coral. Alison is happy to take commissions.  
(W alisonyoungjewellery.co.uk) (T @AYoungJewellery) 

anthony pendlebury  
Anthony is primarily concerned with producing original paintings on 
paper. His paintings look toward the human condition, taking influences 
from the likes of Rauschenberg and Corazon. He doesn’t like to stand 
still with his painting and is always striving towards new things to do 
and experiment with. Anthony aims for texture, mood and a sense of 
aesthetic through graphic mark making. He tries to make his portfolio 
diverse as his work can vary from one piece to the next.  
(W erpenstudios.co.uk) (tpendlebury@outlook.com)  

bobbinaround  
Bobbinaround is based in Leeds, where Charlotte Bain has been 
producing decorative textile products following a degree in Textile 
design from Huddersfield University. Taking inspiration from nature, 
she specialises in the use of wool, whether it’s using the fibres or roving 
to create felt or using traditional wool suiting fabrics to produce home 
furnishings. She enjoys experimenting with the materials, often wool 
fibres that are wet felted and stitched, and then felted again to achieve 
the desired effect, creating scarves, cushions, throws and wall art.  

big black house design co  
Maxine Hut is an artist-blacksmith, working in both wrought ironwork 
and wood. Her work has a very contemporary, organic feel as she 
draws a lot of her inspiration from natural forms. Maxine likes to create 
pieces of work that flow and develop. Her work combines both function 
and sculptural elements and she will often blur the boundaries 
between the two areas, using traditional craft techniques to 
create pieces with a with a quirky, contemporary edge.  
(T @bigblackhouse) (W bigblackhousedesign.co.uk)

baxter photography  
Paul Baxter is a self-taught landscape photographer. He endeavours 
to record a scene, season or moment in time. Paul starts with an 
SLR digital camera and various lenses and enhances the images to 
ultimately impart the detail and intensity that has inspired him to take 
the shot. Consequently, this creative process often blurs the boundaries 
between photography and fine art by combining the detailed 
enhancements of a painter with the authenticity of the photograph.  
(W baxterphotography.co.uk)

barbara cassell  
Barbara works in two creative areas making both hats and jewellery 
which sit happily together in terms of designing, making and exhibiting. 
She draws inspiration from a wide range of visual sources and is fascinated 
by the way that unusual combinations of colour, shape and texture can 
create dramatic designs. She mainly uses natural fibres for her hats and 
for her jewellery, copper and silver, while incorporating other materials. 
(W barbaracassell.co.uk)

andrew currie-scarr  
Andrew started painting three years ago with a loose acrylic painting 
of The Joker, from Batman on his studio wall. He has a varied style 
of painting as he strives to explore new techniques and media such 
as coffee and tea stain. He also loves making interesting background 
pieces using mixed media, creating rich depths of colour. Andrew 
wishes to explore oil/soft pastels and oil paints further.  
(W c-cdesigns.com) (F andycurriescarrpaintings)  
(andy_cs85@hotmail.com)pen 133

anja percival  
Anja is a printmaker. Her etchings portray her experiences of the 
landscape. She is fascinated by the different atmospheres that light 
creates in both our rural and urban environments. She uses variation 
in light, form, texture and colour to magnify the moods and sensations 
of the places she experiences. In July 2005, Anja moved temporarily to 
Copenhagen, Denmark, to work at the restricted access facilities at The 
National Workshops for Arts and Crafts, at the Gammel Dok Pakhus in 
Strandgade. (W anjapercival.co.uk)pen 150

ann fellows  
Ann grew up in London where she enjoyed painting and drawing 
from an early age. She and her husband moved to North Wales in 
1999, to open Brush Strokes Painting Holidays. Now she concentrates 
solely on painting and is looking forward to Art in the Pen this year, 
her third visit, to catch up with old friends and meet some new 
faces. She will be doing some demonstration painting each day.   
(W annfellows.co.uk)

pen 109

anna tosney printmaker  
Anna is a Yorkshire based artist/printmaker specialising in drypoint/
monoprint techniques. In her artwork, she distils the essence 
of the subject into a bold, simple form that still retains the 
atmosphere of the scene she is portraying. Anna loves absorbing 
her surroundings, paying particular attention to colour and shape. 
She is inspired by beautiful skies, sheep, fields and often slightly 
humorous scenes she comes across in day-to-day life.  
(W annatosney.co.uk) (F AnnaTosneyPrintmaker)pen 31
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brian holland  
Brian makes sculptures and pots using clay. His sculptures explore body 
language and movement. His pots are about containment and tactile 
responses to the medium. The common factor is the expression of 
his responses. That these responses can be frozen into permanence 
with fire by processes which continue a sensual dialogue and have 
elements of chance and risk, add further to the excitement of ceramics. 
(W brianhollandceramics.com)

catherine woodall  
Surrounded as Catherine is by the moors and green wooded valleys of 
the Pennines, it is little wonder that her work is inspired by nature. The 
veins of a leaf and a glistening dewdrop are some of the details she draws 
down. Domed pieces impressed with the texture of a real leaf, bezel set 
with gemstone dewdrops, and cascading oval leaf dishes creating an 
impression of falling leaves. Simple, elegant and eminently wearable.  
(W catherinewoodall.co.uk) (F catherinewoodalljewellery)

catherine o’hare  
Catherine is currently living and working in the Chevin forest, producing 
a striking set of images of trees, focusing on the textures of the outer 
bark. She is also still experimenting with the still life format. Her two 
latest paintings ‘Crushed’ have a trompe l’oeil effect and depict flowers 
literally crushed into a small space. They have a beautiful vibrant  
colour but also a claustrophobic feel. Catherine’s aim is to create 
a sea of colour and texture that completely covered the canvas.  
(W catherineohare.artweb.com)

cath brooke  
Cath Brooke is a print maker inspired by rural, urban and industrial 
spaces. Prints are made using a combination of processes such as 
drypoint with monoprint. Cath sketches sites with bold structures 
and contrasting tones allowing her to create compositions that 
explore a balance between what she has sketched and the natural 
rhythms of lines and tones. Each print is hand inked and run 
through a press several times to build up layers of colour.  
(W cathbrooke.co.uk) (F cathbrookeprints)

caroline riley  
Caroline is inspired by the North York Moors where she lives, but 
also takes off to Scotland for weeks at a time in search of dramatic 
mountains and skies. Trees feature strongly in her work, solitary or in 
groups, or even just their fallen leaves on water. She works in various 
media, loves drawing and uses pastels and oils for bigger works. 
Caroline has exhibited at Art in the Pen since it started.  
(W tractorshedcommondale.eu)

bridget wilkinson  
Bridget is a mixed media artist living in Whitby. Colour is a passion and 
she uses it to express emotion and experience often with a narrative 
feel. She is self-taught and this has allowed her to freely develop 
her own style, evolving into colourful, quirky and energetic artwork. 
Bridget’s paintings often have a layered look that depict the 
point where land meets the sea. (T @Brid_Wilkinson)  
(W bridgetwilkinson.co.uk) (F bridgetwilkinson.artist)

pen 112

bumble designs  
Life on a small holding on the edge of the Yorkshire Dales provides Kirsty 
with the inspiration for her embroidered ‘field samplers’. She uses both 
hand and machine embroidery to create small snapshots of rural life.  
Kirsty records glimpses of the countryside and interprets them using 
pieced fabric backgrounds interspersed with vintage lace and paper.  
Butterflies and birds have been the main focus of her recent work.  
(W bumbledesigns.blogspot.com)

pen 137

carol brook  
Carol started painting in 1998 after retiring from a career as an English 
Teacher. On returning from Hong Kong, she achieved early success 
with paintings of local interest and soon realised that people liked 
what she did. Carol was elected to be an associate member of the 
British Watercolour Society in 2005. Her paintings depict a range of 
subject matter in Watercolour, Acrylic or Oil. She does however have 
a particular bent for wildlife painting and animal portraiture having 
undertaken numerous commissions over the years.pen 85
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carole baker rbsa  
Carole’s work is inspired by places she travels and works on location 
with a sketchbook painting en plein air, getting a real feel for the place 
so that her paintings are an emotional response to the landscape.  
Art is a passionate and instinctive pursuit, inspired by the landscape; 
bold, vibrant colour and texture fascinate her and she strives to create 
exciting and evocative paintings. She paints in acrylics, mixed media 
and watercolours. Carole runs painting workshops/holidays and 
demonstrations for art clubs. (W carolebaker.com)pen 36

ce-leathergoods  
Catherine creates bold, contemporary forms that allow leather to be 
shown at its natural best. The collection is made using the finest British 
and Italian leather hides. Each item is hand cut from individually 
selected panels, hand stitched and finished using a sound combination 
of saddlers and shoemakers techniques. They are practical and durable 
pieces that will gain character as they age.  
(W ce-leathergoods.com) (T @cathybags)

pen 108
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claire baxter fine art  
Claire draws inspiration from her local surroundings, the places she 
knows and grew up in and her fascination of how everyday life makes 
us who we are. She loves to ‘people watch’, often observing the 
importance of relationships. Her work is honest, often romantic, 
humorous or nostalgic and she aims for people to be able to identify 
with the characters. This is why she rarely reveals faces. It encourages 
anonymity and allows the viewer to narrate the picture.  
(W clairebaxterfineart.co.uk) 

ck wood  
CK Wood is a floral landscape painter.  She studied at Leeds College 
of Art and Design, specialising in Surface Pattern Design, where 
she was introduced to textural art and a love of floral painting. In 
2005 she found her unique style as she began work on her floral 
landscapes and her work has continued to grow in popularity since. 
Her artwork is semi-abstract and often incorporates or is inspired by the 
Yorkshire landscape with poppies and wild flora being the main focus. 
Commissions welcome. (W ckwood.co.uk)

christine bowron artist  
Chrissie finds influences anywhere and everywhere but the one constant 
passion in her art is colour. She strives to introduce more colour 
into other people’s lives as she firmly believes this has a positive 
effect on health and wellbeing. Working mainly in acrylics or 
coloured pencils, she also enjoys other mediums such as pastels, 
watercolours, oils and collage, using both sketches and photographs 
as reference material to complete her finished images.  
(W christinebowronartist.weebly.com) (chrissieb66@btinternet.com)  

chrissie freeth  
Chrissie is a traditional tapestry weaver using centuries old techniques. 
She uses hand-dyed natural fibres; her palette is heavily influenced 
by the muted colours of the Yorkshire countryside. Her inspirations 
are rooted in pre-Renaissance mural tapestries and its early twentieth 
century revival. She leans towards the spontaneous, dark and 
atmospheric, all at odds with the methodical, slow going, warmth 
traditionally associated with tapestry. (F handloomweaver)  
(W chrissiefreeth.wix.com/weaver) (T @ChrissieFreeth)

ceramics & homewear by margaret l glackin  
Margaret is a ceramic artist and woodworker. Her domestic ware 
includes ceramic yarn bowls, dinner/tea services and drinking vessels.
She also utilises reclaimed and sustainably sourced timber to make 
furniture, and homewares, including serving boards and blanket chests.
Margaret also offers a made-to-measure service. She challenges cheap 
imports by raising the profile of home-grown, well-designed handmade
ceramics and woodwork. (W mararetlglacklin.co.uk)
(F CeramicsandHomewarebyMargaretLGlackin)pen 58

champagne birds  
Champagne Birds came from the discovery that wire from champagne 
makes a perfect armature for bird sculptures. Additional, more delicate 
wire helps convey birds’ fleeting behaviour, wary to resplendent, and their 
texture and colour, from sleek, through ruffled, to iridescent. Champagne 
wire from a special occasion can also be the basis for a commissioned 
bird sculpture.  Each sculpture comes in a box with its own illustration. 
(W champagnebirds.co.uk)

pen 81

charlotte morrison  
Charlotte is a North Yorkshire based ceramicist who recently graduated 
from the University of Cumbria, where she studied Contemporary 
Applied Arts. Charlotte currently works with porcelain to create her quirky 
compilation of decorative and functional ceramic items. These are slab 
built and then decorated by hand using a ceramic paint called underglaze. 
(W charlotte-morrison.co.uk) (T @cjmceramics)  
(F charlottemorrison.ceramics)

pen 88

chau art  
Working mainly with the medium of paper-cutting, Minh Chau 
Mguyen explores the intricacy of lines and negative space to produce 
artistic and functional products, from original wall arts to greeting 
cards and applied accessories. Her works are distinct for their 
romanticism and oriental-inspired imagery that will add a touch of 
originality to your home space or make a perfect present for your  
loved ones.  
(W minhchauart.com) (T @minhchauart)pen 20
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chris brook  
Chris has been working professionally as an artist since 1995. He paints 
in oil and acrylic, and also produces hand-made prints using varying 
etching processes. His figurative work has a natural illustrative quality, 
whilst he considers creating tactile references to be of equal importance 
to the visual in abstracted work. In 2012, he was awarded The Riverside 
Gallery exhibition award by the Royal Scottish Society of painters in 
Watercolour. In 2013, he was awarded the Sally Schofield Memorial prize 
for photography and printmaking by Visual Art Scotland.pen 6

claire west  
Claire West paints from her studio in East Yorkshire. She paints  
because it makes her happy and hopes to spread that feeling of 
wellbeing to whoever sees her work. As well as exhibiting her work 
at galleries throughout the UK, her paintings are often featured in 
television programmes.
(W claire-west.com) (F ClaireWestPainter) (T @CwestClaire)

pen 104
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david phillips photography  
David’s work includes a range of images representing aspects of the 
British countryside and its wildlife. He hopes that they succeed in opening 
a small window onto our natural world as well as proving pleasing in 
their own right. Many of his images are available to purchse as prints.  
(W davidphillipsphotography.co.uk) (davidphillips1@tiscali.co.uk)

david cooke sculpture  
David has always been inspired by the shapes in the natural world and 
the feel of clay. He tends to be drawn towards sculpting reptiles and 
birds. David has experimented with many styles over the years, and 
his present work reveals the influence of the figures created by the 
Martin Brothers 150 years ago. His pieces are fired to stoneware 
and often incorporate other media such as steel, wood and resin.   
(W davidcookesculpture.com)

david brightmore  
David graduated from Sheffield Art College and has been a full-time 
painter since 2000. He is told that his work is vigorous and energetic.  
David is currently influenced by the Welsh landscape of Clwyd and the 
urban environment of Manchester, Chester and Sheffield. However, his 
most recent work reflects his interest in ‘family history’ – hence a series 
of ‘figure-scapes’, searching for the rhythms of land and figure. All of 
this was developed in his recently completed M.A. Fine Art course at 
Glyndwr University. (W davidbrightmore.com) (F davidbrightmore)

daniel bridge ceramics  
Daniel is a ceramic artist from Burnley, who produces tableware and 
sculptural pieces. He is aiming to become a full-time ceramicist, since 
being diagnosed with Parkinson’s. With this new porcelain range, 
he has simplified the forms which are inspired by art deco shapes 
and added platinum circles. Daniel researches Parkinson’s and the 
challenges it brings to his movements, co-ordination, balance and 
speech and tries to counteract this by throwing table ware that is 
ordered and delicate. (W danielbridgeceramics.com)

coachgates ceramics  
Robert Lees has been potting for twenty years whilst Judith Lees 
caught the bug five years ago. Most of Robert’s work is thrown on the 
wheel where he concentrates on the shape and vibrant glaze effects. 
Judith’s work is by hand-made techniques and moulds and decorated 
with tube lined floral designs. Quite often they get together and produce 
joint efforts, with one making and the other decorating. They both 
love making quirky little animals and colourful butterflies.  
(r.lees1066@gmail.com) pen 149

colin reynolds photography  
Colin is drawn to seascapes/landscapes and the boundaries between 
land, sea and sky. Working in black and white and using long exposures, 
he seeks to explore the interaction of light at the boundaries of land, 
sea and sky. He will be displaying work created digitally, plus film 
and alternative processes. (W colinreynoldsphotography.co.uk)  
(F colinreynoldsphotography) (T @coloriginal)

pen 79

creativley occupied  
Michelle Freemantle creates functional ceramics that are tactile and 
visually pleasing, using a mix of hand built, press mold and thrown 
techniques. Lines and text, often snippets of thoughts or poetry 
written during her travels, are inscribed into the surfaces and slips 
applied. Each handcrafted piece strives to embody its own character 
and, Michelle hopes, enriches the eating and drinking experience.  
(W creativelyoccupied.com)

pen 135

cumbria sculptors  
Cumbria Sculptors aims are to provide a network of sculptors for mutual 
support, to stage exhibitions and to bring sculpture to the attention of 
the public. Activities include group workshops and visits to exhibitions. 
Current members work in a variety of media, producing larger works 
which can be installed outdoors, and smaller indoor pieces in ceramic, 
plaster, wood, bronze, resin, soapstone and alabaster. They welcome 
all sculptors whatever their stage of artistic development.  
(W cumbriasculptors.com) pen 24
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cum-bye-arts  
Yorkshire based contemporary and agrarian artist, Bev Parker is a final 
year student at Craven College studying for a B A in Fine Art. With 
her striking artworks Bev will be ‘flocking’ to Art in the Pen’s tenth 
year show. Following great success last year, her distinctive farming 
paintings continue to surprise and delight. Characteristics of British 
breeds of sheep are her inspiration. She is often at livestock auction 
sales with drawing pen in hand.   

pen 101

david singleton sculptures  
The largest part of David’s art career has been devoted to creating 
3D art for the leisure industry and private clients. This has included 
installations such as ghost trains, theme park rides and one-off sculptures. 
All of this was engaging work and great fun but in more recent years, 
David has felt the desire to focus on more formal sculpture. He has 
explored different shapes, forms and patinations. Currently, his work is 
focusing on examining the equine form, particularly the head.

pen 45



eryl fryer  
Similar but subtly different thrown forms are gently compressed 
together, evolving into a unique form that has an element of surprise 
inviting further investigation. Small enticing holes to look in and 
discover hold a strong attraction to the inquisitive. Thrown in Porcelain, 
singularly, they are beautiful and fragile but when assembled in multiples 
they take on a spontaneous power which is even more beautiful and 
compelling. This meditative environment suggests the expansion of 
space. (eryl.fryer@btopenworld.com)

elizabeth emmens-willson  
Elizabeth loves the process of taking a ceramic blank and drawing a design 
onto it with ordinary felt pen. She works over the drawing with ceramic 
on-glaze or lustres and layers the colour up to get a detailed finish to the 
piece. She has recently been working her designs into mix and match 
design ranges and as she has recently rediscovered a love of textiles. 
Elizabeth has been re-imagining them as embroidered homewares.   
(W handpainted-tiles-and-ceramics.co.uk) (T @elizabethemmens)

edge ceramics  
Stephen hand builds all his creations using rugged ‘crank’ clay. He creates 
lots of detail and texture on the clay surfaces using natural found 
tools combining with the natural forms and shapes, creating varied 
and stimulating surface texture and interest to his ceramics. The 
form is enhanced by Stephen’s unique colouring from natural oxides 
and glazes giving the objects a rough, natural feel. The objects 
are fired to stoneware making them strong and robust.   
(W edgeceramics.co.uk) (edgeceramics@gmail.com) 

duncan pearson  
Duncan has painted professionally for fifteen years, after completing 
his BA and MA in Fine Art. He has exhibited all over the world, with 
solo exhibitions in London, Manchester, Edinburgh and Ireland and 
joint exhibitions in New York, Valencia, Belgium, Italy and Brazil. He 
was recently selected as ‘Artist in Residence’ at The Art House in 
Wakefield, after winning ‘Best Newcomer’ at their 2014 Art Walk. Duncan 
works using a variety of media, using everything from gloss to oil.  
(W mutantart.net) (dunc@mutantart.net)

debbie willaims art  
Debbie is a Painter-Printmaker who’s been printmaking since the age 
of four. Although she’s replaced her Fuzzy-Felts and Stickle-Bricks for 
real knives and brushes, the childlike concept and style remains similar. 
Taking a pinch of inspiration from her favourite artists, she creates images 
that engender nostalgic and evocative thoughts. Working with dark tones 
through to lighter palettes, Debbie creates a unique range of retro-imagery. 
(W debbiewilliamsart.com) (T @RetroPrintmaker)

pen 92

diana morrison designs  
Diana produces a range of one-off fashion items, contemporary 
accessories and art to wear using a range of fabrics, mainly hand-dyed 
silks and vintage style chiffons. She designs styles that are unique in 
concept and appearance by working with experimental techniques to 
enhance surface qualities and add interest by felting into silks with 
fibres dyed to complement them and thus creating folds, pleats, drapes 
and textural interfaces between the fabric and the fibres.
(W dianamorrisondesigns.co.uk) (T @dianamorrisondesigns)pen 4

diane jones  
Diane largely works with printed textiles using monoprint and devoré 
techniques to create one-off fabrics from which she makes scarves, 
wraps, and framed pieces, latterly using machine embroidery to further 
embellish. Her designs reflect her fascination with colour, pattern, 
light, rhythms and silhouettes found in the natural environment and 
enjoys the layering and depth that experimenting with devoré (etched) 
velvet can demonstrate.  
(W dianejonestextiles.com) (dianejones.textiles@tiscali.co.uk)pen 46

diane todd artist  
Diane’s main passions are wildlife, birds of prey and all things equine, 
drawing much inspiration from the North York Moors where she has 
lived and worked for over thirty years. Using mainly acrylics and oil 
paints, Diane is looking to spark the viewer’s interest in her wildlife 
subjects through compelling compositions, which will hopefully 
captivate the viewer with a lasting impression of her work. She accepts
commissions for animal portraiture.  
(W dianetodd.co.uk) (F diane.todd.9615) (T @DianeToddArtist) pen 70
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dianne cross ceramics  
Dianne’s current work is influenced by West African adobe architecture 
/architectural details, textured surfaces, black clay and making boxes. 
Found objects and textures exploit the clay surface when scraped, 
pressed or rolled into it. Dianne then uses a matt white glaze to 
enhance textural detail and linear designs on the black clay. The 
blue work is treated with either a matt indigo blue or white glaze 
with cobalt or copper washes to achieve a ‘watercolour’ effect.  
(W studiopottery.co.uk)pen 38

eve olsen sculpture  
Wall sculpture by Eve Olsen is a great option if you would love to 
own sculpture but don’t have space for freestanding pieces. Eve is a 
figurative sculptor, using the human body as her canvas, figures or 
faces are seen as part of a landscape or object. Her ceramic artworks 
are designed to be enjoyed on any wall in your home or business 
whilst cold-cast metal sculptures are suitable for the outdoors too.  
(F eveolsensculpture) (T @evesculpture)

pen 55
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helen payton  
Helen Peyton is founder and artist in residence of Smart Gallery, 
(Social Museum and Art Gallery). Her linocuts are in response to 
the artefacts the public donated, objects of personal significance 
that they believe should be saved for posterity in a temporary 
exhibition and online collection. Helen was also nominated for this 
year’s Turner Prize and winner of a variety of awards.   
(W helenpeyton.com) (T @HelenPeyton) (F Helen-Peyton)

helen parsley  
Helen is a yorkshire born and bred artist. She spends her time painting 
and exhibiting her work all over England. Helen studied for two 
years in Sheffield Grandville College doing art and design and went 
on to a three year degree in illustration at Manchester Metropolitan 
University. Helen loves italian food, derelict buildings, dogs, sunsets and 
visiting Rome and Venice. (T @thehelenparsley) (W helenparsley.com)  
(studio@helenparsley.com) 

heartfelt dogs  
Von Allen has worked in the arts since graduating from Huddersfield 
University in 1984, in both the performing and visual arts fields. Paper 
became her thing for a while and she even went back to college to 
qualify as a Bookbinder. Not until she found the splendid art of needle 
felting did she feel truly at home. She now needle felts her own 
characters inspired by her dog Barney and his ability to change 
personality according to what he thinks it might get him.  
(W vonallen.co.uk)

hayley louise crann  
Hayley Louise Crann is a surface pattern designer with a passion 
for creating intricate hand drawings and designs for homeware and 
stationary. Focusing on different textures and details to create life like 
sketches, Hayley bases her work around wildlife and its surrounding 
environment, trying to capture the essence and personality of each 
individual creature.  Hayley also works on a commissions basis.  
(W hayleylouisecrann.co.uk) (F hayleylouisecrann) (T @hayleycrann) 

frailloop  
Gavin works with scrap metal to create ants, birds, cats, dogs, etc. 
In fact if you can think of it, Gavin has probably made it – if not he 
would be happy to take a commission. The raw material is taken from a 
fabricators’ bin, mechanics ‘broken’ pile and found in ditches. Even a 
completely worn-out car and decommissioned pylon have been recycled 
into something new. In addition to his own work, Gavin has also 
worked with other artists, helping them turn an idea into reality.  
(W frailloop.co.uk)pen 65

george & lilly  
Designed and made by Lucy Anna Wilkins, the range consists of 
unique gifts and accessories handcrafted from homemade wool felt 
including brooches, book covers and framed pictures. Lucy has studied 
for a degree in graphic design. After qualifying, she combined her 
passion for textiles and working with her hands. From this, her new 
hobby and business was born. Many of the influences for her designs 
come from stories, nursery rhymes and well known sayings.  
(W georgeandlilly.co.uk)pen 80

glassprimitif  
Jo Whitehead works with kiln formed glass. She designs and creates 
fused glass tableware and decorative pieces from Bullseye glass. Jo 
expects her glass items to endure and retain their quality. Nothing is 
mass produced. Her inspiration for glass design has evolved over the 
past fifteen years and she has explored many techniques to find her 
way in establishing her own style. Jo likes bright, brash colours such as 
those found in artificial food and textile dyes and she love colours that 
sing out in transparent glass. (W glassprimific.blogspot.com)   pen 69

greg howard  
Greg’s watercolour paintings are the result of many years studying 
the beautiful scenery that we have in abundance in the UK. He finds 
watercolour and soft pastels to be the perfect mediums to capture the 
mood, atmosphere and colours of the landscape. As a keen hillwalker 
and climber, Greg has found himself in places that most will never 
have the privilege to see. This desire to share these experiences is 
what spurs him on to paint. (W greghoward-artist.com)   
(F greghowardartstudio) (T @walkercolourart)pen 35

pen 111

pen 136

pen 57

pen 121

h-anne-made  
Beauty can be seen in everything, in the smallest weed or seed pod, 
you just need to notice them. These treasures find their way into 
Anne’s pocket, which she translates into her stitched collages. She 
up-cycles a range of papers and fabrics in the creation of her work. 
Anne loves drawing and the quality of the sketched line, so uses a 
sewing machine and needle as her pen.  
(W annebrooke.co.uk) (F hannemade) (T @hannemade)

pen 127

helen russell creations  
A world of fun where characters like the Blob Birds, Glade Gang 
and South Pole Penguins run riot in the mind of artist Helen Russell. 
Too many welly-wearing hours, spent reading books with beautiful 
illustrations, have created a playful, happy land that welcomes visitors 
old and new. Come and join them round the camp fire as they share 
stories and happy memories through sculpture, vessels and homeware. 
(W helenrussellcreations.com) (F helenrussellcreations)  
(T @he1enrusse11) (helen@helenrussellcreations.com) pen 56
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janet browne  
Jane constructs fabric and stitch maps, allotments and gardens based 
on her journeys and experiences primarily in Yorkshire. The finished 
work is developed from a long process using sketches from observations 
and is influenced by folk art and early embroidery. She also 
produces related work: birds, animals, plants and small objects and 
cards. Jane uses hand dyed fabric, quilters wadding machine and 
hand stitch. The larger pieces are box framed.   
(W janetbrownetextiles.com)

jan huntley peace  
Artist Jan Huntley-Peace started her career with Zandra Rhodes and 
went on to work for Jean Muir, David and Elizabeth Emmanuel and 
also in an international capacity for the Queens dressmaker, Norman 
Hartnell. Jan has a degree in Sculpture and Fine Art and it is this interface 
between creative inspiration, innovative techniques and exquisite 
detailing, which make her work truly unique. Vintage textiles inspire 
her beautiful, unique jewellery, porcelain tableware and small sculptures. 
(W janhuntleypeace.co.uk) (jan.huntleypeace@hotmail.co.uk)

jaki bogg  
Exploring the varying interpretations of the past, both historically and 
personally, is currently the focus of Jaki’s work: the cycle of life, birth 
and death. When working with fabrics she is primariliy a hand stitcher, 
enjoying the slow rhythmic movement of needle and thread. Printed 
and dyed fabrics are used to build up layers of colour and stich, creating 
drawings and objects. Jaki’s main inspiration is the passing of time. 
She endeavours to stitch, dye and draw; mortality, absence and the 
celebration of the everyday wear and tear of life, into her work.

jackie stonehouse  
Jackie studied art at Cleveland College of Art and Design in 
Middleborough before continuing her studies at Winchester School 
of Art. Her approaches are as varied as her subjects and media, with 
strong composition and a confident use of colour. Each image is a fresh 
response to her materials and the subject. In her 2D work, she may start 
off with something figurative and push it to near abstraction or stop at 
a simple drawing.  To see more or discuss a commission, you can visit 
her studio by appointment. (F JackieStonehouseArtist)

hester cox  
Hester works from her studio in Horton-in-Ribblesdale and her colourful 
and richly textured limited-edition collagraph prints reflect her 
appreciation of the natural landscape. She is a member of Leeds Fine 
Artists, Printmakers Circle, Printmaking Online and Ålgården Studios in 
Sweden. She was recently selected as one of ten Yorkshire printmakers 
to take part in Mirror Images, an international printmaking exhibition 
taking place simultaneously in North Yorkshire, Scotland, Finland and 
Sweden. (W hestercox.com) (F hestercoxprintmaker)pen 156

hugh leishman craftsman  
Hugh lives in West Yorkshire. He is a self-employed craftsman 
and has a small woodturning/carving workshop. He make bowls, 
dishes, chopping boards, bakers’ peels and other wooden objects 
that are designed to be used. Hugh works in British hardwoods 
and finishes his work with ‘food-safe’ oils. He has been a maker for 
over thirty years. His work is part of the living craft tradition; he 
wants to make objects that people feel a connection with.  
(W hughleishman.co.uk)pen 77

ian mitchell  
Ian’s approach to digital printmaking combines his interest in 
landscape, aesthetics and design. His work has been rooted in the 
British Landscape tradition of natural scenery. ‘Linescapes’ are Ian’s 
unique delineation of the landscape based on a stripped down reality. 
His series of limited edition landscape prints celebrating the Yorkshire 
Coast and Countryside pay homage to the early 20th Century travel 
posters. Ian refines and reduces source material down to minimalist 
forms and shapes. (W ianmitchellart.com)pen 131

inkylinky  
Liz Samways is a Yorkshire-based jeweller and printmaker, working in 
silver and copper. She loves to work on a flat plane, creating wearable 
and hangable pictures inspired by the shapes, patterns and textures 
of the English landscape as seen in aerial views or from the train 
window. Liz loves the ‘chemistry’ of the age-old etching, enamelling and 
patination techniques that she uses, with their unpredictability, 
meaning that life is never dull.   
(W inkylinky.co.uk) (T @inky_linky)pen 17

pen 87

pen 84

pen 16

pen 129

insideoutwoodart  
Chris Rymer creates contemporary wood art by reshaping nature, 
revealing fascinating combinations of patterns, lines and wood grain. 
The work evolves through careful shaping, controlled drying, seasoning 
and finishing with natural oil - a slow process, but well worth the effort 
in order to conserve the beauty that is wood.  
(T @reshapingnature) (W insideoutwoodart.co.uk)

pen 21

janet kenyon watercolours  
Janet Kenyon is an award winning watercolour artist who has gained 
an enviable reputation for her innovative use of watercolour. Over 
the course of her career, Janet has received an impressive number of 
accolades, most notably winner of the prestigious Royal Watercolour 
Society/Sunday Times/Smith & Williamson Cityscape Prize in 2009. 
Janet’s highly individual and distinctive landscapes have been exhibited 
in many leading galleries including the Mall Galleries, London. Her work 
can also be found in private collections.(W janetkenyon.co.uk) pen 34
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josephinne gornall  
Contemporary fibre artist Josephine is intrigued by the alchemical and 
unpredictable nature of the felting process in which she manipulates 
and transforms fibres, fabrics and silks, sometimes embedding 
recycled materials and her own photographs. She also Creates wall 
hangings and sculptural artworks. Her work explores a vibrant, rich 
palette of colours within the layered textural surface. Josephine 
also designs and makes a range of earrings and unique brooches. 
(W phinefibre.co.uk)

joanne wishart  
Joanne creates pleasurable works of art inspired by the British coastal 
environment. “I love the seaside and the British coastline and thrive 
on capturing the character of our harbour villages, fishing boats, 
lighthouses, donkeys, beach huts and seabirds within my paintings. 
My aim is to make people smile and remember those wonderful family 
days out by the sea.’ Joanne’s works are available as paintings, 
limitied edition prints and greeting cards.  
(W joannewishart.co.uk)

jlb  
Julie takes inspiration for her artwork from the environment around 
her and then incorporates imagined fantasy ideas into the subject. 
Her work is detailed yet she aims to retain an artistic simplicity in her 
illustrative expression. Her primary media is digital drawing, utilising 
a pen and graphic tablet, allowing her to draw freely with a computer. 
Julie’s work is then produced as giclee prints in signed, limited editions. 
(W jlbrogaard.dk) (F jlbrogaard)

jim munion  
Jim Munnion is a Bristol based painter and printmaker. He is well 
known for his big, bright and bold paintings and screen prints and 
his striking original woodcuts. Come and pick up some original art at 
affordable prices direct from the artist himself.

jems  
Emma Swailes is inspired by the love of Yorkshire, bizarre British ritual 
and the act of reminiscing. There is a friendly feel to this narrative 
work, from the little brolly to the roaming sheep, instantly recognisable 
and brings on a smile. The JEMS Memory Vessel is a unique product that is 
designed to preserve a personal memory. The vessel is a pebble like locket 
presented in a JEMS branded box, and a truly unique gift for a loved one. 
(W jewellerybyems.co.uk) (T @emma_swailes)

pen 19

jennifer wyse art & design  
Jennifer’s work is inspired by her love of the land, sea and the everyday. 
Although descriptive of the places she loves, her paintings are not 
intended to be documentary but more concerned with capturing 
something of the feel and atmosphere that she experienced there. 
Her use of colour plays an important part in achieving this as  it triggers 
both mood and emotion. (F jenniferannewyse) (T @jenwyse)  
(W jenniferwyseartanddesign.weebly.com)

pen 160

jenny martin  
Jenny is a painter and printmaker who spent many years working 
and teaching in the screen printing industry, developing skills 
which she now applies to her work today. Since 2006, Jenny 
has owned and run her own gallery, exhibiting work from 
some of the country’s leading artists and designer makers.   
(W numberfourgallery.co.uk)

pen 5

jenny rosemann  
Combining her love and passion for textiles, nature and art, Jenny 
creates floral textile panels and canvases. The floral spheres 
represent her positive understanding on how daydreams can shape, 
motivate and influence everyday life. Using a range of hand and 
machine techniques and fabrics, the panels attempt to capture 
her thoughts on how to nurture daydreams to live a happier life.  
(W jennyrosemann.co.uk) (jennyrosemann@hotmail.co.uk)

pen 99

pen 78

pen 30

pen 82

pen 110

jewelart  
Add some sparkle with JewelArt distinctive designs – sculptural wire 
jewellery and accessories with beads, buttons and fused glass. Ancient 
art, abstract shapes and nature inspire Samantha. Many of her designs 
first take shape in her dreams. She sketches and creates them using 
her hands. She bends, shapes, twists, wraps and sews with copper 
wire, adding beads, vintage buttons and handmade fused glass, turning 
them into unique pieces of JewelArt. (W jewelleryartist.co.uk)  
(F jewelleryartist) (samantha@jewelleryartist.co.uk)pen 2

julie gibson mosaics  
Julie is a self-taught Mosaic Artist. Her designs are often inspired by 
the outdoors and nature. Colour, texture and light are the inspiration 
to each mosaic, using slate, natural stone, fossils and ammonites, 
millifiori, buttons, coloured glass, vitreous glass and ceramics. “I 
love the beginning of a new mosaic. It’s always exciting to watch the 
combination of colour and texture develop. It’s wonderful to see an 
idea transform into a piece of art.” Each mosaic is hand-made and 
completely unique. (W juliegibsonmosaics.bamm.org.uk) pen 124
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linda mumba fine art  
Linda’s art career began to take shape in the studio of Hugh Mackay 
Carpets, where she created exclusive designs for hotels, ships, leisure 
facilities and private individuals. Whilst there, she also completed further 
studies in textile design. After a transition in her life she discovered 
her passion for painting on a larger scale and established Linda Mumba 
Fine Art. Now creating impressionistic style paintings mainly in acrylics, 
she is continuously amazed and inspired by the stunning  scenery all 
around and particularly loves spending time in Northumberland. 

lily batteson  
Lily produces work in a variety of subject matter and loves to paint 
quirky or characterful images in a diversity of styles. She draws her 
inspiration from observations of her everyday environment and life. 
Specialising in acrylics and by using bright and fresh colours, Lily loves 
to create images that have a cheerful and positive feel that makes 
people smile and feel happy. Lily is an artist based in Lancashire.  
(W lilybatteson.com)

lalabuds  
Rebecca Carr lives and works near Skipton in the Yorkshire Dales. 
Rebecca’s work always has a narrative to it and is instantly recognisable. 
She uses traditional pencil drawing combined with digital painting. Her 
artwork is constantly evolving and has lead to her starting Lalabuds TM, 
her limited edition print, card and illustrative commission business. 
(W lalabuds.com) (T @_lalabuds)

keith shorrock furniture  
Keith thoroughly enjoys working with wood, creating interesting boxes 
and fine furniture. The tables and chairs he makes are to his own designs. 
Keith works to commission and finds making a piece of furniture to 
suit a customer’s requirements very satisfying. He currently enjoys 
developing a new range of boxes in the Shaker style. Keith works with 
local wood where possible, but all his wood is sustainably sourced.  
(W keithshorrockfurniture.co.uk) (k.shorock420@btinternet.com) 

julie miles ceramics  
Landscape and nature inspire Julie Miles. Working in pen, ink and 
watercolour preliminary drawings inform the clay work using a range 
of clays from robust stoneware, heavily grogged brick clays and the 
more refined porcelain to reflect the fragility and delicateness of 
nature. Vases and vessels are hand crafted and decorated with Julies 
original drawings reflecting the flora of the area making each individual 
and unique. Stoneware is sculpted from flat slabs of clay in the style of 
faux taxidermy and are mounted on reclaimed wood.pen 95

kate durdy  
Kate’s work is often inspired by scenes from the beautiful area in which 
she lives and the routine of everyday life. Most of her pieces have 
interweaving storylines, that develop as she works, helping her know 
what to include. Her intricate collages use:  recycled papers, paint, hand 
stitching, buttons and sparkle. Kate admits that a life time of hoarding 
provides her with plenty of materials. She likes people to look at her 
work,enjoy it and then to look again.
(W katedurdy.co.uk) (F katedurdyartist)pen 151

kath bonson ceramics  
Living on the edge of the Pennines, Kath is fortunate to be surrounded 
by an inspirational landscape. Her artistic response to it tries to mirror 
the range of its complexity and diversity. In this, she finds ceramics 
to be a wonderful tool allowing her to push at the boundaries 
of what it can do; sometimes starting a piece with a clear vision, 
other times just letting the clay speak and the work evolve.  
(W Bon-Art.co.uk)

pen 22

kath heywood designs  
Kath sees moments of colour combinations and patterns in her 
surroundings and in the natural world. These fleeting moments then 
influence and inspire her art. Nature often provides the greatest 
inspiration through seascapes and landscapes, but she can also be 
attracted to the fine detail of patterns of individual trees and flowers. 
Kath explores combinations of colour and pattern to create bold, 
colourful paintings. (W folksy.com/shops/kathheywood)  
(F kathheywooddesigns) (T @kathheywoodart)pen 114

pen 89

pen 155

pen 122

pen 72

katie hampson  
Katie Hampson is a young British artist from the North West, and 
despite her age, already has many accolades to her name. Working 
with mixed media, her vibrant and deep use of colours are created 
with lush coatings of watercolours, creating details with acrylic, inks 
and coloured pencils. The unique production of her work results 
in outstanding and memorable pieces of unique art.   
(W sketchbuck.com) (F sketchbuck)

pen 66

laney birkhead painter printmaker  
Laney’s close relationship with her immediate natural environment 
help capture small glimpses, which move her and stay in the mind. 
The contrast between natural renewal and decay and the changing 
of the seasons are an important focus. Her experimental printmaking 
allows a multi-layering of methods to achieve rich colours and textures. 
The discreet qualities of light at dawn and dusk form the inspiration for 
her atmospheric prints and paintings.

pen 123
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lisa furness  
Wildlife, nature and conservation are Lisa’s passion and are the 
inspiration for her creativity. Birds and wildlife are her favourite subjects 
to draw. She loves the many different forms and shapes in nature and 
has started to branch out into flora and fauna. Her work has been 
described as abstract realism, which she believes reflects the 
uniqueness of her style, utilising coloured pencil, pastel, oil and acrylic.

pen 39

louisa kemp arts  
Louisa Kemp Arts is a mother–daughter partnership producing both 
collaborative and individual work in their Yorkshire workshop. Louisa 
and Wendy have been working together for more than eighteen 
years. Their current collections include modern, mixed media, artwork 
inspired by architecture, skylines and travel. Also popular slab built 
ceramic ranges including ‘Circles’, ‘Hearts & Stars’ and ‘People’, inspired 
by Wendy’s love of gingerbread men. Ranges include gifts, sculptures, 
homewares and more. (W louisakemparts.co.uk)

marilyn laugesen  
Marilyn’s work reflects the similarities of the Northern Ontario and 
Cumbrian landscapes. She works from imagination and a photographic 
memory of spectacular storms, sunrises, sunsets, clouds and windswept 
pines. Her work begins by floating on layers of paint, shapes and images 
are formed and moulded, sand and other organic materials may be 
added. Oil paint is applied to give life, colour and enough detail to clarify 
the overall image without subduing the initial energy involved. 
(W paintedpenguin.co.uk) (Marilyn@riversidestudio.plus.com)

margaret swift  
Margaret studied Graphic Design in the late sixties, before becoming 
a lecturer for many years in Graphic Design. She later worked as a 
freelance designer whilst producing experimental Digital Art, 
incorporating typography, photography, scanned and drawn imagery. 
In recent years, Margaret has gone back to basics and hand-skills; 
specialising in Portraiture, human and animal – working in pencil, 
pastel and acrylics. She welcomes commissioned work.  
(W margaretswift.co.uk)  

mangle print workshop  
As an artist who has trained in Fine Art and subsequently returned 
to printmaking, Anita J Burrows finds the idea of connecting Fine Art 
and Craft particularly interesting. Printmaking has often straddled this 
ideal of creative practice, incorporating fine art thoughts into craft 
led processes of making printing plates. She is particularly drawn to 
trees and the play of light on surfaces at the beginning and end of the 
day when shadows are long and light is very ‘contrasty’. Anita makes 
printing plates as well as exploring lithographic techniques.  

lucy gell printmaker-illustrator  
Lucy studied graphic design and illustration at Staffordshire University 
and then pursued a career as a puppet animator working for Cosgrove 
Hall Films in Manchester. During that time Lucy began developing a 
knowledge for printmaking using various print techniques, including 
etching, screen printing and collograph. Lucy’s images convey the 
character and humour she loves about animals.   
(W lucygell.com) (T @lucygell)

lisa moore printmaker  
Lisa is an artist printmaker. Her work has always been autobiographical, 
a visual exploration of her feelings and a reflection of where her life 
is at any given moment. Her work is generally figurative and she 
experiments with many printmaking techniques including solar plate 
etching, acid etching, drypoint, mezzotint and collagraph. She finds 
the often random and spontaneous results produced with printmaking 
to be exciting and a perfect way of representing the complexities of 
everyday life. (W lisamoore.co.uk) (lisa@lisamoore.co.uk)pen 91

little re-makes+more  
Alison Little is a North West based Artist who works across the creative 
spectrum. Often working around the medium of Textiles, the use 
of reclaimed materials are key within her practice. As a creative 
professional, she has worked on a variety of arts projects including 
numerous public art commissions: Go Superlambanana’s, Go 
Penguin and the Horse Parade in Cheltenham. Her initial degree 
was in 3D Design in which she specialised in plastics as a medium.  
(W littlere-makes.com)pen 158

liz salter  
Liz Salter’s paintings explore aspects of landscape. Her inspiration 
comes from walking the land, often revisiting certain specific locations 
in order to establish a relationship before starting to draw and 
paint. The work is then developed in the studio as the remembered 
experience of being in the landscape in all weathers, rather than a 
representation of a view. She works on canvas or paper, drawing 
and painting, using a variety of media including collage.   
(W lizsalter.com) pen 28

liz toole  
In Liz’ recent work, she has been creating imaginary scenes filled with 
the patterns of nature inspired by both the Sussex countryside and the 
diversity of life she found whilst travelling in Africa. She is interested 
in looking at details of trees and plants, Indian textiles and bird 
encyclopaedias, and merging these sources to create, wallpaper like 
patterns that celebrate the English decorative tradition. Her latest 
prints have been hand-made in small editions in Brighton, using the 
techniques of lino-cutting and screen-printing. pen 50
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mark hamilton & the small heavy iron table co  
Mark is an Artist/Sculptor living in Carlisle who works from home. 
He works in materials such as woods, metal and other various 
materials. The focus of his current work is wood and metal tree 
clocks as well as wood and metal spiders and other insects. In 
the past, Mark has had bespoke orders for his tables and wall art. 
He likes to upcycle locally as much of his materials as possible.   
(W smallhit.co.uk) (F markhamiltonartist) (markhamilton64@sky.com)

pen 145

meg ashley art  
Meg is a painter, ceramicist and art-and-design specialist, living in the 
North East of England. Her work is inspired by the vibrant colours and 
sculptural textures found along the coast. Her work is a response to the 
contours and rhythms of nature and the rich colours and tones 
found there. A variety of mediums help produce deeply textured 
paintings, which capture the minutiae of the seashore while also 
expressing something of the physical qualities of the coast.   
(T @megashleyart) (W meg-ashley-art.co.uk) 

muffin ceramics  
Margaret Brown loves changing the style of her work, often her 
inspiration will come from the preparation required to teach and inspire 
her own students. Currently, she has a collection of bowls influenced 
by the times spent at the seaside, with the rugged beaches of Cornwall
being a favourite. Lace and everyday textures are used together on
porcelain. By exploiting its translucent qualities, the series of lanterns 
and tea light holders further reveal the designs and beauty of the
patterns when lit. (W muffinceramics.co.uk)

mucky boots media  
Bryony Hunt is here to document all of life’s weird and wonderful 
events. She loves to document life’s rich tapestry though a variety of 
media including photography, writing and film making. She tries to be 
creative in the way she works, pushing the boundaries of the norm and 
mixing things up a bit. Creating an individual spin on everything she 
does means she is not the fastest producer, but she does put a whole lot 
of effort into everything she does, making each piece the best it can be.

millbeck studio  
Drew Ward chooses mainly architectural subjects, working in dry 
media to produce bold images and demonstrating the great variety of 
shades of grey. Where possible, he visits a building to take photographs, 
identifying areas of interest and subsequently selecting and enlarging 
these to use for the finished work. Often the identity of the source is 
lost in the completed drawing. (W millbeckstudio.co.uk)

michael mcmannus  
It is Michael’s desire to use native hardwoods in new and challenging 
ways without compromising the dignity or beauty of the timber. All his 
sculptures are suitable for the home or garden and each piece is unique 
and chosen with the final design in mind.  Many pieces are freestanding 
while some are made to hang on the wall. The final sculpture is treated 
for use indoors or out. Commissions accepted, please ask.

marmalade rose  
Fiona makes pictures to raise a smile and squeeze the heart. Take a 
secret peek into the corner of a summer meadow and spy the wildlife 
that lives there. Often whimsical, sometimes magical, Fiona’s work is a 
celebration of Britain’s wildlife. The best part is that it’s all created with 
Merino WOOL and soapy water. To Fiona, it whispers ‘touch me, mould 
me, stitch me’. It conveys comfort and warmth, all that is home and 
happiness. (W marmaladerose.co.uk) (F marmaladerose.art)

pen 100

martin mcassey glass  
Martin works in traditional stained glass/Tiffany stained glass and kiln 
formed glass. He tries to work with many forms of glass art. The areas 
that he is focusing on at present are kiln formed glass (fused glass) 
and screen printing on glass. Martin is fascinated by what glass can do 
in portraying landscapes or telling a story. He is currently developing 
a number of pieces that will be screen printed fused glass art.  
(W martinmcassey.co.uk)

pen 107

martin priestly photography  
Martin’s interest in photography began with his fathers’ old Praktica 
film camera.  He studied for a degree in Photography & Digital Imaging 
at Leeds Metropolitan University, graduating in 2007. Since then he 
has worked in photography professionally on a freelance basis. A keen 
cyclist and walker, Martin is drawn towards landscapes, especially the 
stunning scenery of the Yorkshire Dales. The dramatic light of dawn 
and dusk feature heavily in Martin’s work, and he strives for strong, 
graphical compositions, for an atmospheric result. pen 48

mawdsley williams  
David Mawdsley is a skilled craftsman who designs and makes 
beautiful unique contemporary handmade furniture.  His designs are 
inspired by natural forms and unusual grain patterns in timber.  David 
uses both traditional and modern techniques to produce quality 
furniture.  You will see these in his decorative joint detailing. David will 
be pleased to discuss making individually designed and made 
furniture for your home or office.   
(W mawdsleywilliams.co.uk)pen 37
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pen 64

pen 159

pen 142
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natasha braithwaite  
Natasha is a photographer and darkroom printer. All of her work is 
produced using an analogue camera and black and white film; her 
photography is inspired by the way the fall of light picks out the tones, 
textures and contrasts inherent in both the smaller and wider landscape. 
She is fascinated by the way the grain in the fast films that she works 
with adds a further textural dimension to her finished pieces. Natasha 
also creates photograms. These are images created entirely in the 
darkroom, each one is individually created and hand printed. pen 90

pagepaperstitch  
PagePaperStitch was formed at the beginning of 2010 by Annwyn Dean, 
Joan Newall and Elizabeth Shorrock. All are experienced textile artists 
who are now expressing their ideas in the book form. Each has their 
own individual style and explore different formats of the artist book. 
They value the stimulation that comes from working as part of a group 
and they have exhibited together several times in the past five years. 
(W pagepaperstitch.co.uk)

rd glass  
RD Glass is run by Roxanne Denny from her studio in the Lake District. 
She produces cast glass sculptures and fused glass pieces from bowls 
and coasters to wall art and jewellery. Her signature style is colourful 
and abstract, often using light to create patterns. The fused glass 
pieces are vibrant and use mixtures of contrasting and complimentary 
colours to create the desired effects. Her cast glass sculptures often 
include textured surfaces and multiple sections. (F roxydennyglass) 
(W roxydennyglass.co.uk) (info@roxydennyglass.co.uk)

rachel caunce  
Rachel loves creating, whether through movement, drawing, painting 
or combining a variety of materials. Recently she has concentrated 
on exploring yarns and textiles to produce 3D forms, wall hangings, 
simple archetypal figures and baskets. Some of her wool is hand 
reared, dyed and spun. Her inspiration comes from her deep love for 
the natural world and the joy of finding shades of colour, texture and 
movement in each piece. (W eco-create.co.uk/shop-wool-n-wonder)  
(rachelcaunce@ntlworld.com)

penny hunt  
Penny’s love of the outdoors leads her to paint in the mountains. She 
works from her experiences in the wild and remote parts of Britain. 
Penny paints using oil paints textured with earth and grit often from 
the rocks beneath her. Pieces are either made outside, returning to 
the same spot over a few weeks or developed later from drawings and 
photos taken on her wanderings. 
(W penny-hunt.co.uk) (T @pennyhuntartist) (penelope.ann@live.com)

paul smith sculptures  
Paul makes dream-like ceramic and limited edition sculptures in 
a bold, semi-abstract style, inspired by stories of our relationship 
with the animal world. In his work he plays with the conventions of 
fairytales and fables, often turning the stories on their heads and 
twisting them. Goldilocks has made peace with the bears and Red 
Riding Hood has grown up to be a confident femme fatale who 
entrances the Wolf.  
(W paulsmithsculptures.co.uk)

nathan pendlebury  
Nathan will be displaying his dreamlike Polaroid Photography. The 
imagery is gentle and full of mood, and offers a relaxing remedy to the 
fast paced digital world. Nathan has won awards for his photographs 
which include 2nd Prize at the North Lancashire Open and a place in 
the Chelsea International Fine Art Competition in New York.  
(W nathanpendlebury.co.uk) (T @natpendlebury) (F nathan.pendlebury) 
(W nathanpendlebury.wordpress.com) 

pen 12

nicholas marsh  
Nicholas makes ceramic vessels and sculptures; using a variety of clays 
and decorative techniques to achieve contrasting and complementary 
surfaces that are enhanced by a live flame interacting with the 
predominantly unglazed clay in the final firing.  
(W nicholasmarsh.com)

pen 40

nicola taylor photographer  
Nicola Taylor makes haunting, almost gothic images which she describes 
as a ‘still and silent storybook.’ Each one is a labour of love, consisting 
of many images painstakingly stitched together in the computer to 
create a world that doesn’t exist in reality. Nicola believes that wild 
and desolate places inspire us to create stories more than any others, 
and growing up on the outskirts of the North Yorkshire Moors, she 
experienced the influence a wild landscape has over our consciousness. 
(W nicolataylorphotographer.com) (F nicolataylorphotographer)pen 52

nimanoma  
Behind Nimanoma is the artist, designer and maker, Naomi Southon. 
She creates jewellery ranges influenced by her background in biology. 
The forms and intricate details found in nature have inspired her in 
much of her artwork and photography. By manipulating images of her 
larger artwork and embedding it in a dome of resin, and embellishing 
with colourful tiny glass beads, Naomi creates unique, wearable art.  
(W nimanoma.co.uk) (F nimanoma) 
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redcurrant glass  
Karen Redmayne graduated from Bretton Hall College, Wakefield, in 
1998 with an honours degree in printmaking and illustration. In 2001 
she established her own business, Redcurrant Glass, with the support of 
the Princes Trust. She began producing limited edition lino prints, relief 
prints, watercolours and illustrations. The nature of glass art means that 
no two pieces are identical, making every piece produced unique. Karen 
also undertakes commissions and runs a variety of courses for all ages 
and abilities from her studio.

sarah westwood  
Sarah uses wax and paper together, which isn’t a technique seen 
in the UK very often. She creates unique work made from different 
up-cycled paper, mainly very old dress patterns and other paper dating 
back to 1910. She gives it new life by adding it to her work, so most 
pieces of her original art work are packed with small chunks of history. 
Every time you look at a piece you’ll see a snippet of vintage bliss.  
(W sarahwestwood.co.uk) (T @sarwest2) (mail@sarahwestwood.co.uk)

sarah stoker designs  
Sarah studied textiles, surface pattern, ceramics and glass at Barnsley 
College to finally specialise in ceramics at Carlisle. She has been 
fortunate to be taught by some amazing artists and ceramicists: Greg 
Allam, Steve Ellis, Steve Ogden, his wife Alison and Jim Malone to 
name a few. Sarah won Young Designer Of The Year in 1989 and was 
awarded a grant in 1990 from The Prince’s Trust to help set up a studio. 
Sarah moved to her latest premises in 2007 where she has the luxury of 
working from a studio in her garden surrounded by inspiration.

sarah harris prints  
Harris’ work consists of limited edition silk screen prints, taken from 
her original drawings, depicting local scenes. Sarah combines her 
work with a passion for travel and curiosity for her surroundings. 
There is a considered use of colour and the subjects often show an 
interaction and contrast between natural and man-made. The aim of 
the pieces is to inspire exploration and evoke memories, whilst viewing 
subjects in such a way that it feels like they have just been discovered.  
(W sarahharrisprints.co.uk) (F sarahharrisprints) (T @sharrisprints) 

sandra martin ceramics  
Rock formation, stones and pebbles inspire Sandra’s ceramic work. 
The sculptural pieces try to capture the stratification seen in rocks 
and cliffs or the smoothness of pebbles washed by the sea. The 
planters emulate geodes with the rough stony exterior splitting open 
to expose glistening colour. All the pieces are made from crank clay 
and are fired to stoneware allowing them to be displayed outdoors. 
(W sandramartin.co.uk)

rjb photographic  
RJB Photographic is a husband and wife team based in Ryedale, 
specialising in colour and monochrome images of the natural world. 
They are drawn to wild remote places like the moors and the rugged 
Yorkshire coastline and often venture to even more remote places like 
the western isles of Scotland and the Lofoten isles off Arctic Norway. 
Their biggest achievement so far has been both of them being selected 
as finalists for the ‘Landscape Photographer of the Year’ and also the 
Scottish Nature Photography Awards.pen 47

rogers ink  
Carolyn Hird-Rogers, artist and designer at Rogers Ink, photographs 
wild plants, animals and landscape seen on and around one ancient 
Dales lane at a point where it runs adjacent to the Leeds-Liverpool canal. 
These images are the source of the current collections of greeting 
cards and larger limited edition framed prints. Flowers, removed from 
their distracting backgrounds and close cropped animal faces are all 
added to with digital drawing techniques to create unique textured                 
photo-illustrations. (W rogersink.co.uk) (rogersink@rocketmail.com)pen 8

roma vincent: metal manipulator  
‘RAV-Morph’ and pewter are the main elements of Roma’s metalwork. 
‘RAV-Morph’ is the collective name she has given to an alloy developed 
through her extensive experimentation with combinations of 
semi-precious metals. The unorthodox heating process Roma employs 
subtly alters the crystalline structure of the metals to release their 
metallic colour array of pinks, purples, blues, bronze and gold; adding 
vibrant colour and texture to metal.  
(W romavincent.co.uk)pen 153
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ruby spirit designs  
Tracy Connell designs and makes handmade jewellery salvaged 
components and vintage ephemera. Tracy loves to repurpose broken 
or forgotten vintage treasures to design something new. Many of her 
pieces are one of a kind due to the nature of the elements involved. She 
studied at art college in the 1980s and was a graphic artist and studio 
manager for many years. She sells her pieces at fairs and online, and is 
also stocked by galleries across the UK. 
(T @rubyspirit)(W rubyspiritdesigns.co.uk)

red hot glass uk  
Sandra Kerr has been fascinated by glass for many years but started 
to get inolved with it in 2009. Initially her interest lay in stained glass 
including leading, foiling and applique, but now she is also exploring 
the beauty of fused glass. She has attended glass courses in:  
Knaresborough, Sunderland National Centre for Glass, Ely Cathedral and 
most recently, St Martin cum Gregory, where she held a stained glass 
painting course. Sandra accepts commissions so get in touch to discuss 
your requiremets and budget. (W redhotglassuk.co.uk)pen 157
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sardines for tea  
Sardines For Tea design and make original framed artworks and 
furniture with an uncomplicated and natural style. Artwork draws from 
both contemporary and traditional themes, exploring varied styles 
and techniques uniquely displayed in handmade frames created from 
recycled materials. Their furniture, handcrafted from reclaimed wood, 
is tactile and useable with an individual quality. Each piece dictates the 
finish, whether painted and distressed or waxed, letting the natural 
wood speak for itself. (W sardinesfortea.co.uk) pen 7

silver and sparkle  
Diana Lambert set up Silver and Sparkle in 2005. She specialises in 
making hand-forged, unusual shaped chain links in sterling silver for 
pendants, necklaces, earrings and bracelets. To complement the silver 
she also uses semi-precious stones, freshwater pearls and Swarovski 
crystals. She sells her work online, at country shows and art & craft 
shows. Diana’s work is also for sale at a number of galleries.  
(W silverandsparkle.co.uk) (F silverandsparkle) 

stanger moore  
Sculpture t Sarah studied textiles,surface pattern,ceramics and glass at 
Barnsley College, to finally specialise in ceramics at Carlisle. She have 
been fortunate to be taught by some amazing artists and ceramicists: 
Greg Allam, Steve Ellis, Steve Ogden, his wife Alison and Jim Malone to 
name a few. Sarah won Young Designer Of The Year in 1989 and was 
awarded a grant in 1990 from The Prince’s Trust to help set up a studio. 
Sarah moved to her latest premises in 2007 where she has the luxury of 
working from a studio in her garden surrounded by inspiration. rained 

stacey moore  
Stacey is a self-taught portrait artist based in The Yorkshire Dales, Hawes, 
specialising in animal and human portraiture. Her chosen medium is 
pencils and coloured pencils as these enable her to focus on the finer 
detail, being able to perfectly describe a subject and bring it alive with 
a pencil line. This is where her true passion lies. Stacey’s animal portraits 
often depict a ‘humorous’ side capturing those ‘magical’ moments 
animals often create. (W staceymooreart.com)  
(F staceymooreart) (moorestacey92@gmail.com)

simon whalley  
Simon’s photographic work highlights natural beauty and seeks to tackle 
environmental and social concerns. He has published two books and 
exhibited widely. He is particularly interested in rural locations. Simon’s 
work is a reaction to natural surroundings and events. He works by 
placing himself in natural spaces and observing nature, the resulting 
images are not pre-planned. Simon sells cards, books, prints and framed 
images. (W simonwhalley.org) (T @simonwhalley10)

sciartimages  
Science meets Art. Dr Neil Taylor reveals the beauty of the microscopic 
world utilising skills learnt during his previous career as a scientist. 
Using photographs he takes through a high powered research 
microscope, this normally unseen world takes on another dimension. 
Using these images Neil produces an interesting and unusual range of 
greetings cards and gifts (including cufflinks, mugs, keyrings, mirrors 
and a new range of jewellery), all of which come with a description of 
the image. (W sciartimages.co.uk) (F sciartimages) (T @sciartimages) pen 152

sculptured sculptures  
As a sculptor, Sean Morgan’s main inspirations come from Barbara 
Hepworth, Henry More and the British arts and crafts movement. Each 
one of his sculptures is a part and parcel of an ongoing dialouge and 
unfolds in sequence, with changes of shape and scale, refinements of 
textural patterning and the subtle changes of colour shift related to 
the seasonal change he responds to. Each sculpture is handmade out 
of high fired stoneware ceramic.

pen 103

seabreeze designs  
Caroline Brogden is the designer-maker behind SeaBreeze Designs. 
Her work is inspired by the British coastline and mixed with a splash 
of whimsy, to produce a beautiful range of feminine jewellery. Her 
aim is to create interesting tactile pieces, by mixing a number of 
different techniques from fold-forming, stone setting and saw-piercing. 
(W SeaBreezeDesigns.co.uk) (T @SeaBreezeDesign)  
(F seabreezedesignsuk)

pen 14

sheryl roberts  
Sheryl’s latest body of work is directly inspired by the changing chaotic 
skies in imaginary lands and favourite places she visits time and time 
again, places she finds mysteriously fascinating. She prefers to paint at 
pre-dawn, a time of solace and awakening. She paints in pigment rich 
acrylics to capture the initial vast skies, then works over in many layers 
of oils and alkyd paints to create depth and intensity. Sheryl’s work has 
been much acclaimed through exhibition and private commission in 
the UK and Europe. (W sherylroberts.com)pen 33

pen 54

pen 97

pen 120

stef mitchell  
Stef Mitchell produces prints and books printed directly from 
nature. In 2014 she was shortlisted for the Flourish Award for 
excellence in printmaking and was a feature printmaker at The 
Craft Centre and Design Gallery, Leeds. Currently she is one of ten 
UK artists selected for Mirror Images, touring the UK, Sweden and 
Finland. Stef delivers workshops from her studio in Staithes.   
(F fieldandhedgerow) (W fieldandhedgerow.blogspot.co.uk) 

pen 154
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stuart brocklehurst-artist printmaker
As a printmaker, Stuart takes his inspiration from the landscape and 
wildlife of the natural environment. Linocut forms the mainstay of 
his work with its appeal being like a puzzle. For all the planning and 
working out that is done beforehand, there is no certainty about the 
outcome of the finished image, until through the strange alchemy of 
art, it gradually appears through the mists of the previous colours. 
(W StuartBrocklehurstPrintmaker.folksy.com)  
(stuartbrocklehurst@mypostoffice.co.uk) pen 132

tom holmes photograpghy  
Through his work, Tom covers a vast range of challenges and subjects. 
His heart, however, lies with landscape work. His artistic goal is to try 
and use his camera to reproduce what he can see when on location. 
Due to technical limitation of the modern camera this is not always 
possible in a pure ‘in camera’ form, therefore Tom uses modern 
techniques to ‘process’ his images to recreate the amazing vista, whilst 
trying to keep the balance and feel of a traditional photograph.  
(F tomholmes.photography) (T tomholmes_photo)

troutlegglass  
Dawn Routledge’s work consists mainly of fusing different metal types 
between sheets of glass, which utilises the reactions of one metal to 
another. Her work is inspired by industrial landscapes and for some 
time the mining industry. This led to the beaches at Seaham and 
Dawdon where spoil from the mines, chemical works and the bottle 
works were tipped straight onto the beach. Inspiration also comes 
from favoured artists such as Paul Nash and Anselm Keifer.  
(troutleg@hotmail.co.uk)

touchy feely textiles  
Jill Govier’s inspiration comes from beautiful recycled vintage 
fabrics and contemporary prints. She loves to combine both to 
make quirky yet practical home wares, cushions, purses, handbags 
and unique framed artworks in which text features highly. Quotes 
from song titles, famous people and children`s stories fire her 
imagination. Free-hand machine embroidery and appliqué have 
become her chosen drawing techniques.  
(W touchyfeelytextiles.co.uk) (F Touchy.Feely.Textiles)

tony dexter  
After a career in business, Tony’s recent retirement gave him the 
opportunity to start painting, initially with a portrait of his 
grand-daughter. He also paints fish, Isle of Lewis views and beaches, 
rocks and rock pools, portraits, Filey Coble boats and fairgrounds - all 
are his inspiration. Based in Wharfedale, his colourful, contemporary 
and original works are sold through exhibitions and his website.  
(W ilikethat.me)

susan sharpe ceramics  
Susan loves the tactile quality of clay, and makes small intimate objects 
that can be picked up and used. Buttons are the ultimate item to be 
felt and stroked and caressed and used, and to be useful. Most of 
the porcelain buttons and jewellery is decorated with printed decal 
designs, or pressed with lace, or Indian wooden print blocks or lucious 
glazes. Most of Susan’s thrown ware is made from stoneware clay and 
she loves the colour of the toasted clay againt a variety of glazes.  
(W susansharpeceramics.couk)pen 32

taylor maid  
Louise lives and works in Yorkshire from her home studio, where she 
gains most of her inspiration for her illustrations. She develops these 
hand drawn illustrations on to shrink plastic. She has two main themes 
that she continues to follow, her love of tea and cake and her passion 
for textiles. At this years Art in the Pen, she plans to launch a new 
range of sketchbooks, cards and shrink plastic accessories. Louise 
makes a wide range of products including framed artwork, fashion 
accessories and stationery. Louise is also available for commissions.pen 59

ted bidgood  
Ted’s style has gravitated towards narrative, often sensual figurative 
paintings mainly in Oil but also in Pastels and Charcoal. He moved to 
Cumbria following a motorcycle accident which left him paralysed and 
wheelchair bound. It turned a page in his life and he started painting, 
a fantastic release for him, achieving recognition at a very early stage. 
Ted was elected associate member of the British Society of Painters in  
2005. One of his specialities is portraiture and he welcomes commissions. 
(F TedBidgoodArtist) pen 86
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steve davison photography  
Steve is primarily a landscape photographer who lives and works in 
the Yorkshire Dales. His images are chiefly of Northern England. He 
is particularly fond of North Yorkshire, especially the Yorkshire Dales 
where he was born and grew up. Having undertaken a course of 
University study in Photography, he has recently added Product 
Advertising, Portraiture and Commercial Photography to his repertoire. 
Steve is now available for commissioned photography work for private 
and business clients. (W stevedavisonphotography.co.uk)   pen 71

the nolon stacey gallery  
Pencil artwork can easily be seen as a basic form of artistic impression, 
but Nolon believes its simplicity to be the main attraction. Working
solely with a pencil, subjects are reduced to their basic tone and texture, 
making it a deceptively complicated discipline. Nolon has spent the last 
ten years developing these skills to be able to present to people his 
unique style. His approach is to achieve detailed realism while giving 
life and character to his subjects.
(W nolonstacey.com)
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vanessa plews  
Vanessa studied Textile Design at Camberwell College of Art and has 
since worked for many years as a print designer within the fashion 
textile industry. Her influences are many and diverse, subject to 
constant change. However, her consistent inspiration is derived 
from plants and flowers, their vibrancy of colour, beauty of form and 
movement. They remain a point of reference for the Nuno felted 
scarves and accessories, mixed media artworks and cards that she is 
currently producing. (F VanessaPlewsTextiles)

viviennecawsonart  
Pattern, colour and natural form are the focus of Vivienne Cawson’s 
paintings. Contrasting natural form with geometric pattern has become 
her trademark. She aims to produce a response in her painting 
that is fresh and contemporary, not merely a faithful reproduction. 
Vivienne is inspired by the information set out before her to produce a 
spontaneous response. It is an exciting journey which she hopes 
helps to keep her painting alive with fresh, vibrant colour.  
(W viviennecawsonart.co.uk) (viviennecawsonart@gmail.com) pen 67

wayne hart lettercarving  
Wayne is an award-winning and fast-emerging lettering artist and 
lettercarver. His work combines well-researched and conceptual ideas 
with a high level of craftsmanship, creating beautiful works of art 
tailored to each client’s needs. He draws inspiration from form, 
structure and texture and has a natural affinity with materials. To date 
he has worked with stone, wood and metal. 

pen 26

wild wood gifts  
Adam began handcrafting individual pieces of giftware for friends 
and family, and due to increasing demand ‘Wild Wood Gifts’ was 
born. Adam personally selects British hardwoods including oak, 
ash, elm and yew sourced from FSC-certified suppliers in Yorkshire 
and Cumbria to lovingly create solid hardwood food presentation 
and preparation boards, feature mirrors, blackboards, clocks and 
solid oak giftware. Bespoke commissions are welcome.   
(W wildwoodgifts.co.uk)pen 1

pen 49

valerie wartelle: art felt  
Valérie Wartelle is a contemporary fibre artist. She works with a 
combination of fibres, threads, textiles and print elements to create 
artfelt pieces inspired by land, sea and sky scapes. Her felt pieces evolve 
through a number of processes to create distinctive artworks with a 
contemporary and refined feel. She seeks to create ephemeral moments 
and moods that will yet feel familiar. Her artfelts are regularly shown in 
galleries and art fairs throughout the UK. 
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Toploader
Sean Hughes
Ever After: Part Three
Ultimate Queen Tribute
Chris Connor’s Elvis 

also performing - visit TheMartTheatre.org.uk
Fri 13 Nov
Sat 14 Nov
Sun 15 Nov
Fri 27 Nov
Fri 4 & Sat 5 Dec 

£15
£15
£7.50
£15
£15 
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crafts in the pen
paper crafts  I  woodwork  I  metalwork  I  ceramics  I  quilting 

jewellery  I  pottery  I  wax crafts  I  glassware  I  stoneware & more 
unique xmas gifts  I  workshops  I  children’s craft area  I  cafe  I  free parking

sat 21 & sun 22 november 2015  
skipton auction mart, ling fields, skipton, north yorks, bd23 1ud  

10am - 4pm  I  £5 (under 16’s free)  I  £3 sunday (with saturday ticket)
craftsinthepen.org.uk  I  twitter @craftsinthepen  I  facebook craftsinthepen


